
Streetwear



Clio's making life easy

Clio is a streetwear brand designed for young adults seeking

affordable fashion options. Our goal is to create stylish and

trendy clothing that speaks to the youth's aspirations and

allows them to express themselves through fashion. We believe

everyone should have the opportunity to embrace their unique

style and be part of the fashion culture, with affordability and

quality at the core of their business.



The objective of clio is to provide trendy

and comfortable apparel that

empowers individuals and welcomes

young people's styles while promoting

transparency and sustainability in our

business.

Clio’s Mission



Clio's problem & Solution  

Clio is a streetwear brand that aims to provide affordable,

fashionable clothing for all, while embracing the latest trends. 

 Clio actively engages young individuals in designing, modeling,

and promoting clothing, ensuring their voices are heard and

reflected in the products. Clio values sustainability and eco-

friendliness, minimizing environmental impact while creating

clothing that looks good. By contributing to a brand that

values affordability, youth engagement, and a commitment to a

greener fashion future, Clio empowers consumers to express their

style while contributing to a more sustainable and eco-friendly

fashion industry.



CLIO's target AUDIEnce
Clio targets teens aged 13-24, aiming to raise awareness and

engage with them through active involvement in spreading the

brand. We plan to collaborate with schools, after-school

programs, and sports teams to create meaningful connections

and foster a sense of community. By showcasing stylish and

affordable streetwear, Clio aims to inspire more young

individuals to engage with the brand as customers, advocates,

and participants in shaping its future. The approach involves

building a strong presence within the age group and leveraging

collective voice to promote Clio's fashion-forward, eco-

friendly clothing to like-minded individuals who share their

passion for style, affordability, and sustainability.



Clio, a streetwear company founded by 16-17-year-olds,

inspires teenagers to launch their own brands. Clio

partners with other firms to promote their products and

helps them gain recognition. Clio benefits the neighborhood

while preserving the environment by turning trash into

clothes and accessories. By dressing with conscience,

teenagers contribute to a greener future.

SUSTAINABILITY PROMPT



Partnerships 

Clio, a cutting-edge clothing

company, can boost its recognition

by partnering with established

retailers like, Nike, Hot Topic, and H&M.

This will reach a wider audience, gain

exposure, and expand their brand,

ultimately driving growth and

success.



CLIO's COMPETitors

CLOTHING BRANDS THAT
PRODUCE CLOTHES PLUS

ACCESSORIES



 We plan to generate income from

sponsorships and social media, using

the profits to enhance products, the

environment, and overall

improvement.

Business model 



Slogan & Logo

"Be bold, BE YOU, be Clio"



marketing 

Social media•.  Our goal is to establish a strong presence on

social media platforms and collaborate with influencers to

effectively promote our brand.

School networks•  We aim to promote Clio by strategically targeting youth

through school networks and other relevant channels to create a meaningful

connection with our target audience. 



Clio is a streetwear brand that empowers young individuals to

embrace their uniqueness and express themselves boldly. We provided

an inclusive platform for teens and young adults aged 13-24 to

explore the world of fashion without financial constraints. Clio

fosters community and unity through collaborations with

schools, after-school programs, sports teams, and other youth

activities. Our clothing is stylish and affordable, making it accessible

to all, regardless of their budget. Clio celebrates the diversity of its

audience, embracing a wide range of tastes, preferences, and

individual styles. We aim to redefine fashion, one bold step at a time,

ensuring that young people feel confident and empowered through

their fashion choices.

 Empowering Youthful Expression 



PRODUCT

•T shirts 

•Accessories



prototype 



beclio@gmail.com

@comfyclio

347-812-1232

Info page

Kristal,Rokiya,Joel, Elias, Sadou


